Full Stack Developer

Exciting position has opened for a full stack developer at Acelerex which is an innovative software maker and consulting firm with products and services in power and energy sectors. This is a great opportunity for a high energy individual looking to rapidly obtain exposure in full stack development for software applications in big data, data science, blockchain and smart contract, artificial intelligence, and cloud computing. Acelerex offers competitive compensation and benefits.

We are looking for a programmer with one to five years of experience in the following:

**Technologies:**
- java script and type script
- vue.js
- node.js
- feathers.js
- linux operating systems
- RESTful API's
- Database technologies
- python
- Others

**Desired Qualifications:**
- Preferred MS in computer science or BS in computer science
- A relevant portfolio of university projects can count for 1 year of experience

**Skills:**
- Skilled in object orientation programing
- Skilled with API's
- Skilled with designing database schema and indices
- Skilled with front end development
- Skilled in java script and type script
- Skilled at structuring software technology stacks
- Skilled at developing micro services

**Candidate Characteristics:**
- High mental curiosity in learning and researching software technologies
- Independent and self-motivated to deliver code with minimal supervision
- Desire to follow software development processes of documentation, coding, and testing
- Strong communication skills for feature development and progress updates

The position will be at Acelerex in Santiago, Chile or Istanbul, Turkey and is for immediate hire where candidate if selected should be able to start work within 1 week of acceptance of offer.

Please see [www.acelerex.com](http://www.acelerex.com) to learn more about Acelerex and for highly motivated and capable candidates please send your CV in English to careers@acelerex.com